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Complete information gathering is the first step on the way to MORE.  
Whether it’s been a month, a year, or a decade since you took a look at how and what you’re spending 
on utilities, the time for a fresh look is now.  UtiliSave offers an unbiased assessment conducted by 
highly-specialized utility data experts who are committed to comprehensive data collection to form 
the basis of your savings plan.

Our twenty-plus years of experience means that we collect a wider pool of information, which translates 
into more possibilities for savings that other companies miss.  

Thorough. Comprehensive. Detailed. More. Today.  

Why wait to begin saving?

more info

The information you always wished for.
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Just think what you could do with MORE.  At UtiliSave, we’re a unique complement of innovators, 
problem solvers, and analysts who use robust technology, comprehensive techniques, exacting methods, 
and an unparalleled service model to bring you MORE.  Using your utility data as our springboard, 
our highly specialized consultants take a historical and current look to assess your energy spend 
and consumption to determine how much money you can recoup today and save tomorrow. 
And that means you can do more – of whatever is important to you.

more technology.  more services.  more staff.  
more resources.  more good.

FREEDOM and FLEXIBILITY to 
reach your business goals.
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It always comes down to the bottom line.  And UtiliSave can deliver.
We’ve recovered hundreds of millions of dollars  for our clients since 1991. Through diligence, detail 
orientation, and analysis, we simply re-coup more. Clients realize significant savings the first year, but 
more importantly go on to reap savings year after year through the collaborative partnerships we form.  
Our service sets the bar for the industry. We thrive on generating results, and continuing to deliver those 
savings over time by keeping current on new approaches, sharpening our expertise, and continously 
gathering more data and doing more analysis to 
generate new savings.  

Simply stated, we give you more
so you can do more. 

more income

Trust matters
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All the information in the world doesn’t save you money until you know 
how to apply it.  

And that’s where we excel.  Using a robust platform and proprietary technology developed through years 
of practical experience, seasoned experts at UtiliSave will dig deep into the data that we’ve gathered, 
assessing and analyzing with a critical eye to deliver meaningful insights – insights to help you make 
important business decisions. Whether by securing large refunds, assisting in efficiency solution 
decisions, or measuring and verifying anticipated project savings. We look harder and deliver more.

more insights

Teamwork that generates results.
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Bill Audit   - Forensic Auditing

More money in your pocket.

Our forensic utility bill audit, Bill Audit,  is a simple way to start saving today and continue those 
savings year after year.  Unbiased and on a mission to save you money without additional 
work on your end, we’ll examine all the data to uncover billing and meter errors, evaluate rate 
plan modifications, confirm the accuracy of your deregulated energy purchases, and maximize 
overall savings.

Using innovative proprietary software to manage and analyze utility related data, our expert staff 
are able to conduct a comprehensive review going back up to six years – a review that not only 
results in a cost reduction in bills, but also pinpoints operational waste and highlights potential 
physical efficiency improvements.  The proof is in the data: our audits result in greater overall 
savings than those of other firms and more net dollars in our clients’ pockets. With savings that 
begin almost immediately as you recoup lost dollars, and cost reductions and efficiencies that 
continue year after year, the Forensic Audit is the first step in developing an ongoing partnership.  
We find more savings so that you can save more. 

No matter your industry, UtiliSave has the expertise to save you money today 
– and in the years to come.  

Take a look at some recent savings we’ve earned for our clients:
     Universities: Over $18,000,000
     Hospitals: Over $45,000,000
     Nursing Homes/Long-Term Care Facilities: Over $11,000,000
     Real Estate: Over $48,000,000
     Manufacturing & Distribution: Over $7,000,000

Don’t delay … info, insights, and income are waiting for you too. 

TM

TM
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UMI Platform

Smart tool for smart management.

UMI (Utility Management Information Platform) is your dashboard for viewing the data we 
assemble, as well as your platform to add supplemental information for more informative 
reporting and decision making about your utility spending.  And it’s free to our Bill Audit clients.

An innovative utility data intelligence tool, it corrals all the data collected related to utility usage 
and makes it readily viewable in one convenient place.  Much more than a data warehousing tool, 
UMI offers key metrics to help you make better decisions when it comes to energy management 
and spending. In addition to a full array of data analysis and presentation tools, UMI also provides 
extensive budgeting and alarm monitoring features. 

Easily view metrics across your entire 
portfolio, or individuals facilities or 
accounts with UMI!

Flip over to see 
more of the UMI 
Platform

TM
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UMI Platform

Smart tool for smart management.

Use UMI to manage 100 facilities, or take an in-depth look at just one, analyzing energy and water 
usage and budgets.  Imagine setting a budget, based on the information from UMI, and tracking 
usage and spending automatically against that budget, with customizable alarms to keep you on 
track with both budgets and consumption.

An exceptional tool that delivers energy intelligence and lets you make smart choices 
-- at no cost.   

Use advanced tools to graph interval 
data and see how your facility is 
performing each day!

Weather Normalize your 
bill data to more accurately 
determine if your efficiency 
measures are working!
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The UtiliSave Advantage

Other Innovative Products and Services

Choose wisely!  Selecting the best vendor is important no matter how small the part or 
simple the service.  We have a track record of exceeding our clients’ expectations, across a wide 
range of services.  We’ve led the industry in our forensic utility bill audits for over two decades, 
finding more savings and sustaining those savings over time.  But we can offer you more.

Partnership is at the core.  With a focus on giving you more, we’ve invested time and resources 
to help you improve operational efficiencies.  Here’s an overview of the other innovative products 
and services we provide. 

ASHRAE Level ll Audits: We facilitate the 
logistics whether you’re seeking compliance 
with local laws or for a business need

UMI Platform:  Set, measure, and meet 
financial and operational goals

Energy Benchmarking   FREE  
Compliance with local law requirements

PlanCheck: Real-time tracking that gives 
you the information to make continuous, 
educated purchasing decisions crucial to 
managing your energy expenses
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Submetering:  A more reliable meter 
reading and bill service solution

Use Audit:    Big Data meets operational 
efficiency.  Rely on data analysis to highlight 
operational inefficiencies 

We look forward to collaborating with you to 
become your total utility management 
partner.  

Giving you more – info, insights, and income 
– so you can do more. 

Deregulated Energy Purchases   FREE   
Energy procurement done smarter

Demand Response   FREE  
Earn money while being eco-sensitive

Measurement and Verification: 
Sustain efficiency savings over time by 
tracking and analyzing data continuously

Carbon Footprint Management:  
Measure carbon savings from reductions 
in consumption

The UtiliSave Advantage

TM
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UTILISAVE
129 W 27th Street, 11th Floor New York, NY 10001 

(718) 382-4500   info@utilisave.com   www.utilisave.com
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